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We crgnsider the minimum m*-nber T(G) of subsets intl:, which the edge set E(G) of a graph 
G can lx partitioned so that each subset forms a tree. It is shown that for any connected (3 with 
II vertices, we always have T( Gj s [$I. 
We cons.der finite undirected graphs’ without loops or multiple edges. Let G 
be a graph with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). G is said to be a forest if G 
contains no cycles. . : connected forest is called 3 tree. The ~rboriciry r(G) of G k 
defined to be the m‘ ,imum number of subsets into Nhich E(G) can be partitioned 
so that tht: graph formed by each of the subsets is a forest. Similarly, the 
vertex-arbon’city y’(G) of G is defkd to be th:; minimum number of subsets into 
which V(G) can be partitioned SO that the gra:-‘1 induced by each of the sukets is 
a forest. 
In 141, Nash-Williams gives the following expression for y(G) (assuming 
JE(G)I 3 1). 
where H ranges over ali nontrivial induced subgraphs of F Cantl. as usual, 1x1 
denotes the: cardinality of the se. X and [xl denotes the least integer greater than 
or equal tc+ n). 
On the o&r hand, Chartrand and Mronk [2] give the following upper bound on 
whsre, as &fore, H ranges over al! induced subgl-hphs 6 G, 6(H) denotes ik 
maximum degree of any vertex cf H an:: LX] denotes the c #atest integer xx 
than or equal to x. 
In this paper, we consider the minnnaum number 7 (G‘I 0% subsets into wkicl? the 
edge set E(G) of G can be partitioned so that tach suh~ei t’c,rms a fret’. T!II, 
’ ‘We fOilOW tSe terrninoiogy of Rehzad aetl Chartrand [ 11. 
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prx-~blern was suggested by M. Foregger a,rd T. Foregger who showed that for a 
cznnectc-d graph G, the minimum number T’(G) of subsets into which V(G) can 
be partition& so that each subset induces 8 tree satisfies (see /3]) 
71fGjbs ii /V(G)& (3 
We till she% that 7(G) satisfies the same inequality, i.e., for 2 connected graph 
G, 
V(G) 6 [$I V(G)lj * (4) 
It is easy to see that 
~03 a rfG) (5) 
and for the complete graph K, on a vertices 
which shows that equality in (3) and (4) can be achieved. 
In this section, we assume G is connected. A pee partition of a graph G is a set 
Y = ,ITr, T2, . . . , I;) of trees with the following properties: 
(i) Each q is a (not necessarily induced) subgraph of G; 
(ii) For i# j, Ti and Tj are edge disjoint, i.e., E(T”) n E(T) = @. 
(5) G is the union of the K, 1 s i 6 r. i.e., V(G) = Ui V(F), E(G) = Ui E(TJ. 
7%: write G = C;=I K and we say G is partitioned by F = {Tl, . . . , T,}. Thus 
~(5) is just the minimum number of trees any tree partition of G can have. 
First, let us prove the foll,3wing auxiliary result. 
gRzlnnlaar 2.5. Let ~2 be a connected graph and suppose 1 V(G)f > 2. Thera there exist 
two zmtices x, y of G such that the fdfowing holds: 
(a) 77~ gmph G -{x, y} with wi?te:a: set V(G) -(x} - {y} mad edge set 
{e E E(G): x& e and y& e) is connect&. 
ither x is adjacent to y or there i; a vertex z which is adjacent XI both x and 
Ye 
ince G is connected, there L zw B spanning tree 2” of G. For any two 
vertkzs Q, Q of G., there is a unique [bath P(vI, UJ in T joining II, and v2. Le+ 
tfz) denote the len of P(u,, 02), :.e., the number of edges iq B(u,, I.$ Ler: 
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in P(u*, X) and therefore d(u’, ‘,> Cr$*, x), which is impossible. Let ui denote 
the unique vertex adjacent :C x in 7’. There are several cases to be considered: 
Case 1. u1 is of degree 1 i $8 T. Then T consists of two vertices and 1 V(G)1 = 2, 
which contradicts our assun+ .i>n that 1 V(G)1 > 2. 
Case 2. o1 is of degree 2 in T. It is easy to see that T-(X, u,} is still a tree. 
Thus, G-(X, u,} is connected since it has a spanning tree, and x is adjacent to ul, 
so that (a) a2d (b) are satisfied in this case. 
Case 3. o1 is of degree greater than 2 in T. Let y be a vertex adjacent to u1 in 
T which is not in B(v*, x). Thus, y must be of degree 1 in T since d(u*, y) = 
d(o*, x). It is clear that T--(x, y} is a tree. Therefore G -{x, y} is connected and 
u1 is a vertex adjacent to both x and y. 
Combining the preceding cases, the lemma is proved. 
3. The main harem 
Inztead of just showing T(G) s [$I V(G)11 for G con.?ected, WP will prove the 
following stronger theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a connected graph and let n denote 1 V( G)I. Then there is a 
We partition 9 = { T1, . . . , TTn,21} of G and a function A : V(G) ---) {1,2, . . . , r+ 11 ti 
such that: 
(i) k(U) = i implies 21 E V( Ti); 
(ii) For any k, 1 s k s [$i], I{u: h(u) = k}l:5 2. 
In other words, for the tree ::artition 5, we can assign vertices to trees such that 
each tree has at most two vertices assigned to it and contained in it. 
hoof. First, let us verify Th::orem 3.1 for n = 1 and 2, since we will pro\re th= 
theorem by induction. When IZ = 1 or 2, [in] = 1 and G is itself a tree T1. Define 
h(u) = 1 for all u E V(G). Then A satisfies 5) and (ii) and the thelrlrem holds in this 
case. 
Suppose the tho!erem holds for all connected graphs G with j ‘v’CG!/ s n. Pt 
sufices to show that the theorem h,~lcis for any connected graph G with / V; G I/ r- 
n t-2. 
By the lemma we can chtL)ose x, y E V(G) such that G’ --ix, y) IS ccinnected 
where either x is adjacen; to y or eye is a z E WG) ~hkh is aG=lmt EO hdl .L 
ai:d y. We consider the cc rrt:spon 
theme is a function_, A’: V(G’)-+{l, 2,. . . ., &z3), such that A ‘(v) = i implies u E 
Jqz~;~ anA frrr Imm*r ’ L _ VI, -_--1 ,LVt’ ursy IL, -1 =G k =G “[*I%~ ; i{u : h:(Q) = k)j e 2. 
,et 2 be a subset of V( 43’) 1{see ‘Fig. I) defined by 
Z==@GZV(G) : u is adjacent q both’x.and y in G). 
VW chqms6 a tree partition 3 as follows. 
(a) M i isnot A’(u) for. any vertex D in ,Z$ we let T = ‘Ti. IC ,- 
(b) .Zf thc?e is kxa&ly die vertex tE in7 i:’ with 8’(h) = i, we choose T& to have 
VW&X &t v(T,)‘= V(?‘$UCn,. y} .-11d edge set E(T,)=E(?“JU{(h, x), (h, y)}. Ti is 
anid fFT(Y.‘&)I = IE( Ti)l+ 2 = 1 V(r)1 + 1~ 1 V(Ti)I - I. Thus, Ti is a tree. 
(c) If there are two vertices h, k in 2 with h’(k) = A’(k) = i, we choose Ti to 
hm;l= vemt.ex set. V(x) = V(T’:;) U {x, y} and edge set E(T,) : L E(q) U {(h, x), (k, y)}. 
e note as before that Ti k a tree since JE( TJI = I V( &)I - Y. and Ti is connected. 
(I$ and (c’; we :have *now defiled z ‘for 1 G i 6 @il. Let p = Tm12.! +1 
K formkd -by the edges Ef ;ri*) = E(G) L W I$;’ ,E(T,)* Since- ‘(X, y) is in 
) sod atiy vertex iti P is adjacent o exactly one of x and y, T* is connected 
fact is a $ree: Moreover, all T,, 1 s i,~ [bl+ 1, are mutually edge disjoint; 
kmsw, have ~m&ructed atree-part&m of & consisting r-if [$;I -+ 1 = 15 1 V( G)Il 
trees.. Defnie A : V(G) -+ {I, 2, . ,~.. fj$zl+l) by 
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Fig. 2. 
We define 2 to be the subset of V(G) consisting of all vertices of G which are 
adjacent to both x and y (see i~g. 2). Note that 2 is non-empty since z E 2. 
Denote A’(Z) by i*. We define Zi) 1 s is [$nl, i# i*, exactly as in Case 1. Tie is 
defined as follows: 
(a’! II% there exists a vertex v in 2 with h’(v) = i* and v st z, we choose Tie to 
have vertex set V(‘&) = V(T$) U {x, y} and edge set E( 7+) = E( T;*) U 
k4 xl, b.4 Y% 
(b) Other-Nise we choose Ti* = Tie. 
Let 7” = TTn/21+1 be the gra h formed by the edges E(T*) = 
E(G) - U /$’ E(Ti)m Since (x, z) and (z, y) are in E{T*) and any vertex in 
V(p) -{x, y, z} is adjacent to exactly one of x and y, T* 1s a tree. Thus 
$={T,,..., Tfn;..; +1} is a tree partition of G. De5ine A : V(G) - 
11 2 9 , . . . ) [$zl -I- J.) by 
A(v) = 
I 
[$rl + i if v = x or v = y, 
A’(v) otherwise. 
Again, it is easily checked that (i) and (ii) are satisfied by the definition of h. 
Thus, in each case, it is possible to choose the appropriate tree partition and A 
for G. ‘This completes the induction step and the theorem is proved. 
have 
For a connected graph G, with n vertices, n > I, an 
4 
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Therefore, 
e 1 I - e(G), n-l 
and Theorem 3.2 is proved. 
The same methods can be used to establish the following generalization of 
Theorem 3.1 (cf. [3]). 
TlYhxwem XL Let G be a graph having n ueibices, e edges, and k connected 
coPqonents, k< n. Then 
oaf. tit G be a graph having cbmponents with ?Q, Q,. . . , nk vetices and 
cl, e2, c . c , ek edges, respectively. The minimum number of trees which cover G is 
bounded above by 
Since r(C) is an integer, we have ~(16) < [&n + k -- 1)1. 
Ch the other hand, by assuming ni > 1 for l*< i s h and Bi = I. for Ic, < i G k, we 
have 
Without loss of generality, we may assume n1 s n2s l . l =S n. We note ihat 
I$ -5 n - k + 1. It is easy to verify that 
Thus, we have 
1 - 
7(G)bk-l+ r - e--w,-+ ----- -k nk_l)+;, 1 t*, - 1 h 1 
4 Conchls~ons 
It wouid be desirable to have an exact formula for Y(G), in the spirit of (1). ‘The 
relation between r(G) and T’(G) is nc t completely understood. Let G, be the 
graph shown in PO,. 3(a). We have 
r(GJ = 3 > r’( G,) = 2. 
On the other hand, for the graph G2 shown in Fig. 3(b) {provided by R.L. 
Graham), we have 
T’( G2) = 4 > T( GJ = 2., 
Gl G* 
(4 @I 
Fig. 3 
It wou1c.I be interesting to know how large and how small the ratio ~(G),‘T’( C) 
can be fcr a connected graph G (e.g., in terms of 1 V(G)l). Obvious generalizations 
of the sra.phs in Fig. 3 show th&t there are arbi;rarily large graphs G and G’ 
having n vertices and satisfying 
There are rj,any possible variations of this problem. For exarzple, we might ask, 
for a given gr ph 6, what is the minimum n Jmber of subsets into which E(G) can 
be partitionec so that each subset forms a graph with certain specifieti prcqertics, 
e.g., each graph is _ @&rtite, has at most one cycle, has only rdd cycks, hiI5 
chromatic nunber Sk, etc. 
30 F.R.K. Caung 
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